Angle Sweeper

Whether on the street, side walk or factory floor, Thomas Angle Sweepers are designed for quick efficient clean-up.

The hydraulically powered sweeper is designed to sweep flush to the curb and can be operated up to a maximum of 30° to the left or right.

The easily replaceable wafer bristle design features a full 24 inch diameter brush that can be ordered with a choice of poly, poly/wire or wire bristles.

Exclusive to Thomas, the loaders hydraulic circuit features a motor spool which protects the sweepers drive motor from hydraulic pressure spikes when the sweeper is shut off.

- **Width**  51” (1295 mm)
- **Sweeping Width**  42” (1067 mm)
- **Height**  30” (762 mm)
- **Maximum Sweeping Angle (left & right)**  30°
- **Sweeping Width (at 30° angle)**  37” (940 mm)